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•

The average age of the respondents was 70.2 yrs for Females and 70.5 yrs for
Males, The average age of all bridge players is about 74 years and growing by half a
year each year (MPC Registered Players)

•

Life expectancy for Females is 84 and Males 80 years, as a result the attrition rate is
high at about 10% threatening the future of bridge (ABS)

•

Females were 64% and Males 36% of respondents. This is less than the average
bridge ratio of 70% Women and 30% Men. Nearly Nil respondents under 40

•

Bridge starts at age 50 for empty nesters and retirees looking for a hobby or leisure
interest. Average age of beginners is late 60s

ABF Bridge Player Survey 2020-21
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• The social aspect including making new friends is the most important factor in playing bridge for over one
third of players. If reweighted for lower ranks then social factors at 40% are even more important
• This is extremely important to the success of clubs and congresses both f2f and online
• Online needs to be able to provide a social environment as well and the provision of video and audio, such as
in RealBridge, helps provide the F2F experience of talking to the opponents and partner
• Concern with mental health is very important to about a third of players
• Competition is far more important for players with over 1,000 MPs (EBU 100,000)

100,000MP

• The rookies and novices <100MP constituted only 50% of respondents
compared to the ABF average of 70% of players
• This meant that the higher level masterpoint players were over
represented and responses to some questions are reweighted to give a
truer picture
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How many times a week did you play bridge before Covid?

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Before Covid over 80% of members averaged playing in Clubs 1-3 times a week
12% played 4+ times a week
72% of this group of bridge players did not play Online at all
18% of people played Online up to 3 times a week with 10% playing 4+ times

•
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During Covid some people still played in clubs mostly in SA, WA and parts of Qld
Playing online increased from 28% to 57% of those that played during Covid
57% of respondents played Online which was more than In Club and with Friends combined
Nearly 60% of respondents played online compared to a national average of
about 30-40% of players
The number playing with friends (Socially or on BBO) is a significant
group which we need to win back to club bridge
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•
•
•
•

• Over 30% of those who expect to play less in the future have health concerns which is expected in a group
with an average age of 74 – clubs need to continue to provide and promote a safe club
• Prevented from travelling for probably two years there will be pent up demand to travel internationally
• A combined 28% said they had found new activities/hobbies and wanted to spend more family time which
would lessen the amount they play bridge in the future
• Bridge fatigue has occurred particularly for people playing online
• Shown by the reduced numbers playing online from late 2020

Half of all players were back to playing at a club at end December 2020
30% were waiting for restrictions to lift and a further 16% when vaccinated
This is a slow hesitant process and 4% say they are not coming back at all
Consistent results across all levels of players
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Congress Players After Covid

•
•
•
•

There has always been considerable debate about the importance of masterpoints
A clear majority of players consider Green, Red and Gold masterpoints to be of low importance
About a third of players claim masterpoints to be of medium importance
A small number of about 10% consider masterpoints to be of high importance
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•

The number of players who did NOT play in congresses before Covid
will increase by 3% after Covid

•

People who play 1-3 times a year in local congresses will increase by
4.9% but will decline by -3.7% for State congresses and by -7.3% for
interstate congresses

•

Those who play in local congresses 4-5 times a year will decline -2.1%
but increase for state and interstate by 32% and 26% respectively

•

This is because the numbers playing more than 5 times a year will fall
by -32% for local, -43% for state and -29% for interstate congresses

•

In summary those that play in many congresses a year are going to
play in slightly less in the future

•

In total players are saying they will play less in local congresses by 2.5%, State congresses by -5.5%, interstate by -7.0%

•

Overall players expect to play in -4% less congresses in the future

•

If people actually play in congresses as they responded this would
appear to be a limited loss in congress play because of Covid

•

Strong marketing to local players by clubs and state bodies with lower
health risks from smaller fields than major congresses may reduce
this decline

•

Major state and interstate congress will need to market the health
measures taken for bigger events and improve the benefits offered to
players nationally

Intention to Play in Congresses After Covid
Comparison to Pre Covid
Local

State

Interstate

Total

Local, -2.5%

Total, -4.3%
State, -5.5%

Interstate,
-7.0%
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• The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is used by many of the
leading companies in the world to measure customer
loyalty or views
• Each comment was classified as either:
• Detractor (a negative comment on the theme)
• Passive (a balanced or neutral comment)
• Promoter (a positive view on the theme)

• The number of comments for each theme were classified
as in the chart opposite
• Clubs received the highest number of comments with
over 50 and Face to Face and Social also related to clubs
• Online bridge was a very popular source of comments led
by BBO with 50 but also Real Bridge and Stepbridge

• These responses are interesting but sometimes contradictory to actual experiences in recent years
• Women’s and Seniors teams and pairs events have declined and been dropped in some cases which is
disappointing as they form our two largest cohorts of players
• The lower level competitions in the last 10 years have grown particularly at the Gold Coast but after initial
success have declined in Canberra at the SFOB
• Definite interest in the over 70% of players who have less than 300MP but entries less
• Congress organisers have to provide a highly friendly and social environment
• Location, playing venue, accommodation, restaurants and
• event selections to attract entries
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• Partners and Cheating had relatively low mentions
• Covid was referenced with some strong views
• It was pleasing that a number of people were
complimentary of the ABF and appreciative of the Survey
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• Membership of the EBU had peaked in England in 2014 and then
was in a slow decline

During the Covid period

• The EBU has been very active in recent years trying to grow
membership with small increases in 2019 and 2020 pre Covid
• In Australia membership also peaked in 2014 and was in decline
until 2019 when marketing effort increased
• The closure of all clubs and congresses in March 2020 coincided
with the membership year end at March 31 and most clubs
cleaned out their deceased and inactive members to avoid
paying memberships for 2021
• The timing of Covid also coincided with the main period for
teaching of beginners and the ABF lost a whole years intake of
new players
• The loss of over 3,500 members or 11% during the Covid period
is substantial
• Many clubs only renewed active playing members as at March
31 though this will improve in 2021 as members return and
need membership to earn masterpoints and play in congresses
• In the Qtr Oct –Dec 2020 the amount of bridge played in clubs
was 28% less than the comparable period pre Covid but in the
Qtr Jan-March 2021 this loss had been reduced to 11.7%

ABF
60,000

50,000

40,000

49,953

52,167

• This chart emphasises the loss of players in Australia following
Covid in a country with less than 1,000 deaths and, so far, no
significant second wave
EBU

March 20

54,303 54,616 54,612 54,579 54,053 53,670 54,106 55,285

March 21

36,154 36,650 36,775 36,726 36,543 36,628 36,439
34,404
33,941 34,765

29,778

30,000

20,000

• In the Qtr Oct –Dec 2020 the amount of bridge played in clubs
was 28% less than the comparable period pre Covid but in the
Qtr Jan-March 2021 this loss had been reduced to 11.7%
• Face to face congresses in Australia have begun again in April
2021 and early comparisons show a small decline on the pre
Covid period

-
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• Face to face congresses in Australia have begun again in April
2021 and early comparisons show a small decline on the pre
Covid period
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5.0%

-1.0%
-3.0%

• The pandemic may be the tipping point for greater losses in the
future and a threat to our great game
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EBU

ACBL
COVID-

1.4%

• The USA had been losing nearly one per cent of members each
year since 2002 and the numbers of clubs have been in decline
• Bridge was struggling around the world to maintain members
before Covid with an aging cohort, growing attrition, competitive
leisure market, declining volunteers, low retention rates and poor
behaviour

ABF

4.0%

3.0% 2.4%

• The ACBL members are a trend taken from intermittent release of
membership numbers and compared to published ACBL tables
played including online

• The number of tables played by the ACBL in 2020 declined by 32%

10,000

Growth in Members
2012-2020

0.3%

1.0%
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2016
-0.1%
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2018
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-0.5%

-5.0%
-7.0%
-9.0%

-5.6%

ACBL Est Trend
-8.7%
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The Future Marketing of Bridge
• If you want to mitigate your Club’s losses from Covid, or better still Grow Your Club, then look at my
Advanced Recording for the BAMSA Session 4B “The Marketing Challenges facing Bridge after
Covid” and join the session live on Thursday 1 July at 16.30 BST
• In this session I will offer some ideas for the future marketing of bridge
• The information in these slides are only brief excerpts from the “ABF Bridge Player Survey 2020-21”
that are more relevant to the BAMSA Conference and the international audience
• The original Survey report with 2,500 responses runs for nearly 50 slides with Insights and
Recommendations plus a separate analysis of comments from about 200 of the respondents
• If you would like to discuss the findings in more length or have a Zoom session to Grow Your Club
then please contact
• Peter Cox BEc MBA, Head of Marketing, Australian Bridge Federation
• Email petercox@ozemail.com.au or call +61 413 676 326
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